
 

Simply Good News 
Session 4 - Distorted and Competing Gospels 

 
1. Review how these 4 points help define good news: 

a. Announcement of event that has happened 
b. Larger backstory within which the announcement makes sense 
c. Sudden unveiling of new future that lies ahead 
d. Transformation of the present moment 

 
2. What is the Gospel and how can we know it to be true? 

 
3. How does the Gospel change everything? Consider Wright’s words, “If it [Jesus’ 

resurrection] did happen, it set a new standard for our understanding of the way 
the world is . . . Everything looks different once those have happened. After 
them, you can’t fit new discoveries into your previous picture of the way the 
world is. Jesus’s resurrection is like that, only much, much more so.” 
 

4. Why do you think Jesus used Kingdom language when talking about the Good 
News? 
 

5. In what ways can the phrase “Jesus died for your sins” possibly lead to a 
distorted Gospel? 
 

6. Wright writes, “When we say, ‘Jesus died for our sins’ within a message about 
how to escape this nasty old world and go to heaven, it means one thing. When 
we say, ‘Jesus died for our sins’ within a message about God the creator 
rescuing his creation from corruption, decay, and death, and rescuing us to be a 
part of that, it means something significantly different.” Thoughts? 
 

7. How does a dualistic view (spiritual vs. physical; natural vs. supernatural; etc.) 
affect a proper understanding of the Gospel? 
 



8. Rationalism tries to make sense of the Gospel and Romanticism tries to make 
the Gospel emotional? How can both of these distort the Gospel? 
 

9. How does modern “chronological snobbery” affect the preaching and hearing of 
the Gospel? 


